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ABSTRACT 
Let A = B[t] be the polynomial ring in one variable over a unique factorization domain B, where k is 
a field of characteristic zero. Let 6 be a derivation of B, ‘p E B with S(y) # 0, and let s be a positive 
integer. Denote by d the derivation of A such that d(b) = t”S(b) for b E B and d(t) = $S(cp). We 
describe the rings of constants of d. Several applications of our description are also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper k is a field of characteristic zero. Let R be a commu- 
tative algebra over k with identity. A k-linear mapping d : R + R is called a k- 
derivation of R if it satisfies the Leibniz rule: d(ab) = ad(b) + bd(a) for all 
a, b E R. 
Let d be a k-derivation of R. We denote by Rd the kernel of d, that is, 
Rd = Ker d = (~2 E R; d(a) = O}. 
This set is a k-subalgebra of R which we call the ring of constants of d. If R is a 
domain and k is a field, then we denote by Ro the field of quotients of R and we 
denote also by d the unique extension of d to Ro. In this case R;f is a subfield of 
Ro containing k. 
Assume that R = k[X] := k[xl, . . , x,] is the polynomial ring over k in n > 1 
variables. We know a description of all k-derivations of R. If d is a k-derivation 
of k[X], then we have the polynomialsfi := d(xl), . . . ,fn := d(x,), belonging to 






Every k-derivation d of k[X] is uniquely determined by a sequence (j”t , . . , fn) of 
polynomials from k[X]. 
Let d be a k-derivation of k[X] and consider the ring of constants k[@. In 
this case the ring k[Xld coincides with the k-algebra of all polynomial first in- 
tegrals of the following system of ordinary differential equations: 
2 =J;:b1(4,. . . ,&z(t)), i= l,...,iz, 
whereft = d(xl), . . . ,fn = d(x,). It i k s nown ([17], [15]) that if y1 I 3, then k[Xld 
is finitely generated over k. If n 2 5, then there exists a k-derivation of k[X] for 
which the ring of constants is not finitely generated over k ([2], [l]). For y1 = 4 
the problem is open. Every example of k-derivation of k[X] with nonfinitely 
generated ring of constants is a counter example to the famous fourteenth 
problem of Hilbert (see [12], [14], [3], [6]). We present two new such examples for 
y1 = 6 (see Examples 5.9 and 5.10). 
The problem of a description of the ring k[Xld is known to be difficult even 
for 12 = 2. The importance of the study of these rings comes from the fact that 
many important mathematical problems can be transformed into problems 
concerning kernels of certain derivations of k[X] (see for example [3], [14]). In 
this paper we describe the rings of constants of some classes of derivations of 
the polynomial ring k[X]. 
Let A = B[t] be the polynomial algebra in one variable t over a unique fac- 
torization k-domain B. We will consider the following four derivations S, A, D 
and d. 
The derivation 6 : B + B is an arbitrary nonzero derivation of B. 
The next derivation A : A -+ A is the unique derivation such that A(t) = 0 
and A(b) = S(b) for b E B. 
Let cp E B and S(p) f 0. The derivation D : A + A is defined as: D(t) = S(p) 
and D(b) = S(b) for b E B. 
Ifs is a positive integer, then d : A + A is the unique derivation such that 
d(t) = &%4 and d(b) = fS(b) for all b E B. 
Throughout this article all algebras are commutative k-algebras with identity 
and all derivations are k-derivations. 
The aim of this note is to describe the algebras of constants of the above 
derivations. 
The main result is Theorem 4.5 which states that A$ = B,(h) and Ad = B’[h], 
whereh=tS+‘-p. 
In Section 5 we present several applications of this theorem. Further appli- 
cations we present in Section 6, where we discuss the algebras of constants of 
the derivation db = y”z& - x’z$ + (by’z - xy”) &, where s is a positive integer 
and b E k. Ifs = 2 then the derivations of the form db are associated with sys- 
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terns of differential equations which appear in descriptions of 3-dimensional 
homogeneous sub-Riemannian spaces which are Lie groups (see [4] for details). 
Some investigations concerning dt, one may find also in [7] and [9]. 
2. THE DERIVATION is 
It is obvious that AA is equal to B”[t]. In this case we do not need to assume that 
B is a UFD. However, this assumption is important in our proof of the follow- 
ing proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. 14: = B:(t) 
Proof. Let F E At. Put F = P/Q, where P and Q are nonzero relatively prime 
polynomials from A = B[t]. Let 
P=p,t”+..~+plt+po, Q=qmt”+.~.+qlt+qo, 
withm, . . . i pn, 40,. . . , qnI E B and pn # 0, qm # 0. Then 
A(P) = S(p,)t* + . + S(pl)t + Qo), 
A(Q) = S(qnt)tm + . + a(ql)t + S(qo). 
Since F E A$, we have 
(9 PA(Q) = A(P)Q. 
Suppose that A(P) = 0. Then A(Q) = 0. Hence 6Cp,,) = . . . = S(pi) = S(po) = 0 
and S(q,) = . . = S(ql) = S(q0) = 0, and hence P, Q E B6[t], so F E B:(t). If 
A(Q) = 0, then A(P) = 0 and again F E B:(t). 
Now we may assume that A(P) # 0 and A(Q) # 0. 
Since A is a unique factorization domain and the polynomials P and Q are 
relatively prime, it follows from the equality (i) that 
A(P) =MP and A(Q) =MQ 
for some nonzero M E A. Comparing the degrees with respect to t we deduce 
that A4 E B. Thus, 
SCpi) = MPi, 6(4j) = Mqj; 
for all i = 0,l j . , n andj = 0, 1, . . , m. In particular, all the fractions 2, “e, 
‘.‘> eandE,y; ...,pn a belong to Bi. Hence pn = anqnl, p,, _ 1 = a, _ lqm, . . , 
PO = aoqm and qm = b,p,, qm - 1 = b, - lpn, ., qo = hop,, for some a~, . . : a,, 
bo,. . . , bm E B:. This means that P = qmP1 and Q = p,*Ql, where 
PI, Qt E Bt[t] \ (0). Thus we have 
Therefore, A: i B:(t). 
The opposite inclusion is obvious. 0 
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3. THE DERIVATION D 
Proposition 3.1. AD = @[cd], A: = B:(w), where w = t - cp, 
Proof. Consider the automorphism cr : A -+ A such that a(b) = b for all b E B, 
and c(t) = w = t - cp. Then D = ado-’ and we have 
AD = a(A”) = o(B6[t]) = B6[a(t)] = B6[w]. 
Similarly, by Proposition 2.1, A: = B:(w). 0 
In the next section we will use the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. If f E A,, satisjies the equality 
W”) = W(PY 
for some X E Q \ Z, thenf = 0. 
Proof. Suppose thatf # 0 and put f = $, where u and v are nonzero relatively 
prime polynomials from A = B[t]. Since tD($) = X6((p);, we have 
t$ (D(u)v - uD(v)) = X&((p) F and so 
(1) t(D(u)v - uD(v)) = XS(p)uv. 
This implies that t divides u or v. 
Assume that t 1 U. Let u = tmul, where m 2 1, ~1 E A,t ,/‘z.Q. Then, by (l), we 
get t(PD(ul)v + mtmpl utS(cp)v - PulD(v)) = XS(p)t’%~v, and hence 
t(D(ul)v - ulD(v)) = (X - m)S(p)ulv. 
This implies, that t 1 v (since t ,/‘zQ and X - m # 0), but it is impossible because 
t 1 u and the polynomials u and vare relatively prime. 
A similar argument we use when t ( v. In this case we put v = Pv1, where 
m 2 1, vi E A,t lf vi and, by (I), we obtain 
t(D(u)vl - uD(vl)) = (A + m)b(p)uvl. 
This implies that t / u and again we have a contradiction with the assumption 
that u and v are relatively prime, 0 
4. THE DERIVATION D 
In this section we denote by p the polynomial tS+ ‘. 
Since t is an algebraic element over the field B,(p), A, is an algebraic exten- 
sion of B,(p) of the degree s + 1. This implies that every element g E A, has a 
unique presentation of the form 
wherego,gi,. . . ,g,E&ItisclearthatifgEA,thengo,gi ,..., g,cA. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let g E A, andgo, gl, . . ,g, E A, as in (*). Ifg E Ai, then 
foreveryi=O,l,..., s. 
Proof. Replacing A and d by A & k and d @k 1, respectively, where k is an al- 
gebraic closure of k, we may assume that the field k is algebraically closed. 
Denote by E a primitive root of unity of degree s + 1 and consider the auto- 
morphism 7 : A, --i A, such that 
r(t) = Et and VbEB, r(b) = b. 
Then Td7-l = ESd. In fact, if b E B,, then 7-d-r-‘(b) = rd(b) = ~(P6(p)) = 
(~t)~S(p) =2tS6(p) =9d(b). M oreover, ~dT-l(t)=~d(~St)=EsT(d(t))=csd(t). 
Let g = g(t) E A$. The equality TdT-I = 8d implies that g(Et) = 
T(g(t)) E A:, and consequently g(8t) = r”(g(t)) E A: for any integer i. This 
means, in particular, that every element of the form 
(&“)‘gs(p)~+(ES~‘)‘g,-lCp)t”-‘+...+(E’)’gl(p)t+g~(p), iE{O,l,...,s}, 
belongs of At. Now, using a determinant of Vandermonde we deduce that 
gi(p)ti E A: for i = 0, 1, ,s. 0 
Lemma 4.2. If’ E A,, then dCf(p)) = D(jJCp)t*. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the equality dCf(p)) = DCf)(p)P holds when 
f = bt” with b E B, and n 2 0. In this case we have: 
dCf(p)) = d(b(t”+‘)“) 
= d(b)(t”+‘)” + (s + l)nbd(t)t(s+l)n-l 
= ts6(b)(ts+1)n + (s+ 1)nb &p)‘o+ lb-1 
= (S(b)tn)(p)ts + (nbt”-‘S(p))(p)tS 
= (II(b + bD(f))Cp)f 
= D(bt”)(p)ts 
= w-)(P)t”. 
This completes the proof. q 
Lemma 4.3. Let f E A, and 1 5 r 5 s. Iff(p)t’ E A%, then f = 0. 
Proof. Assume that dCf(p)f) = 0. Then, by Lemma 4.2, we have 
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0 = dCf(p))t’ + rt’-‘f(p)d(t) 
= DCf)(p)tSf + rt’-‘f(p) &S(P) 
= t’-1. ( W)t + &(df > (PI. 
This implies that (D(f)t + $ E(p)j-) (p) = 0, and hence 
tw”) = W(Plf 
for X = - &. Since 1 5 r 5 s, the coefficient X belongs to Q \ Z. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3.2, f = 0. 0 
Using the above lemmas we may prove the following proposition, 
Proposition 4.4. If g E A$ then g = f (‘p) for some f E A!. If g E Ad, then 
g=f(p)forsomef E AD. 
Proof. Assume that g E At and let go, . , g, E A, be such as in(*). Put f = go. 
Then, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3, g = f (p). Moreover, Lemma 4.2 implies that 
f E A:. It is clear that if g E A, then f E A. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem which is the main result of 
this article. 
Theorem 4.5. Let A = B[t] be a polynomial algebra in a single variable t over a 
unique factorization k-domain B, where k is a jield of characteristic zero. Let 
S : B -+ B be a nonzero derivation and let cp be an element of Bsuch that S(p) # 0. 
Moreover, let s be a positive integer. Consider the derivation d : A + A defined by 
d(t) = & S(cp) and v&B d(b) = tSG(b). 
Then At = B,b(h) andAd = B’[h], where h = ts+’ - ‘p. 
Proof. First observe that h = w(j) where, as in Proposition 3.1, w = t - cp. 
Now let g E Ad. Then, by Proposition 4.4, g = f (p) for some f E AD. We 
know, by Proposition 3.1, that AD = B’[w]. Hence f = y(w) for some y E B’[t], 
and hence g = f (p) = y(w(p)) = y(h) E B6[h]. Thus, Ad C: B”[h]. Since the op- 
posite inclusion is obvious, we have Ad = B”[h]. 
Repeating the same arguments, thanks to Propositions 3.1 and 4.4, we obtain 
the equality A,d = B:(h). 0 
5. EXAMPLES 
Example 5.1. Let d be the derivation of k[x, y, z] de$ned by 
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1 
d(x) = yz 
d(y) = zx 
d(z) = xy. 
Thenk[x,y,~]~ = k[x2 -y2,z2 -x2] andk(x,y,~)~ = k(x2 -y2,z2 -x2). 
Proof. Consider the derivation 6 = v& + x& of the polynomial algebra 
B = k[x,y] and let ‘p = x2. It is easy to check that k[x;~]’ = k[x2 - v2] and 
k(x, Y)~ = k(x2 - y2). Moreover , $S(cp) = xy = d(z). Using Theorem 4.5 for 
B, 6, ‘p as above and t = z, A = k[x, y, z] and s = 1, we obtain: 
+,y,zjd = k[x,y16[z2 - cp] = k[X2 -y2][z2 - x2] = k[2 -y2,z2 - 21. 
The same we do for k(x, y, z)~. IJ 
The next example is a generalization of Example 5.1. 
Example 5.2. Let d, be the derivation of k[X] = k[xl, . , xn], (n 2 2) de$ned by 
d,(xl) = ~2x3 . X, 
d,(xz) = x1x3 . x, 
(dJx,) =xIx~‘..x,-~. 
Then k[Xld” = k[h2, h3,. . . , h,] and k(X)d” = k(h2, hj, . . , hn), where 
hi=x:-xf, i=2,3; . . . . n. 
Proof. We use an induction with respect to n. This is clear for n = 2. Now as- 
sume that it is true for n-l. Let B=k[xl,...,x,-11, S=dnpl, t=x,, 
A = k[xl, . . ,xX], s = 1 and cp = x!. Then A = B[t], t2 - cp = xi - XT = -h, and 
&S(p) = ;2xld,-l(xl) =x1x2.. .x+1 = d&J = d,(t). 
Hence, by induction and Theorem 4.5, we get 
k[Xldn = Ad” = B6[t’ - ‘p] = k[h2,. . . i h,-I][h,] = k[h2, h3,. . . , hn]. 
The same we do for k(X)d”. 0 
By a similar way we obtain: 
Example 5.3. Let d, be the derivation ofk[X] = k[xl, . , xn], (n 2 2) defined by 
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dJx1) = +x2x3 . . . x, 
d*(x2) = -x1x3 . . .x, 
&(x3) = -x1x2.. .x, 
dn(xn) = --x1x2.. .X,-l. 
Then k[X]’ = k[h2, h3,. . . , ha] andk(X)’ = k(h2, h3,. . . , h,), where 
hi=g+xf, i=2,3 ,..., n. 0 
Using Theorem 4.5 it is easy to prove the following examples which describe the 
algebras of constants of a derivation d of a polynomial algebra over k. In Ex- 
amples 5.4 and 5.5 the mapping d is a derivation of k[x, y, z]. 
Example 5.4. If d = xy& + zy& + (x2 + y”)$, then k[x,y,@ = kr], 
k(x, y, z)d = k(% ,f), where f = z2 - x2 - y2. 0 
Example 5.5. Let s be a positive integer. If d = zsy& + 2x& + 2~ & 
then k[x, y, zld = klf, g], k(x, y, z)d = k(,f,g), where f = zs+ l - x”+l, 
g = x2 - y2. 0 
In the next examples d is a derivation of the polynomial algebra k[x, y, z, t]. 
Example 5.6 is connected with a diagonal derivation described in [16]. 
Example 5.6. Let d = tx& + ty 6 + -ntz& + (2 + y2 - nz2) $, where 
n > 1. Then k[x, y,z, tld = k[f,x”z,x”-1yz,xn-2y2z,. . . ,y”z], k(x, y,z, t)d = 
k(x/y, x/z, f ), with f = t2 - 2 - y2 - z2. 0 
The next two examples concern a Jouanolou derivation (see [8], [ll], [lo] or 
P41). 
Example 5.7. Let d = ty2 & + tz2 6 + +tx2 6 + (xy2 + yz2 + zx2) $. Then 
k[x, y, z, tld = k[f], k(x, y, z, t)d = k(f), withf = t2 - 2 - yz - z2. 0 
Example 5.8. If d = t2y2 & + t2z2 6 + + t2x2 i + (x2y2 + y2z2 + ~~2) $, then 
k[x,y, z, tld = kr], k(x, y, z, t)d = k(f), where f = t3 - x3 - y3 - 23. 0 
Note also two examples of derivations of k[xl , . . . , xg] with nonfinitely gener- 
ated ring of constants. 
Example 5.9. Let d be the derivation of k[X] := k[xl , x2, . . . , x6] defined by 
d=x:xs~+(xlx3+x4)x6~+x4x6~+xi~. 
3 4 5 6 
Then k[Xld is not$nitely generated over k 
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Proof. Consider the derivation 
6=s2L+(Xln3+x4)&+Q& lax3 4 5 
of the polynomial ring B = k[xi , . , xg] and let cp = 2x3, t = x6 and s = 1. Then 
k[X] = B[t] and, by Theorem 4.5, k[Xld = @[x6 - 2x31. Daigle and Freuden- 
burg ([I], [5]) proved that B6 is not finitely generated over k. This implies that 
k[Xld is also not finitely generated over k, because k[Xid/(x6 - 2x3) M B’. 0 
Example 5.10. Let d be the derivation ofk[X] := k[xl, x2; . . , xg] de$ned by 
d = x2x2 a + (x1x3 + x4)x2 ?- + x4x2 d + x4x2 d 
l 9x3 6 8x4 6 8x5 5 8x6 
Then k[Xld is notfinitely generated over k 
Proof. We repeat the proof of Example 5.9with ‘p = x: and s = 2. 0 
6. CONSTANTS OF THE DERIVATION Db 
Let s > 1 be a fixed integer. If b E k, then we denote by db the derivation of 
k[x, y, z] defined by 
I 
db(x) = v’z 
db(y) = -x?z 
db(z) = -xy’ + by”z, 
For any b E k, the derivation db has a nontrivial constant polynomial, namely 
db(h) = 0 where 
,$ = xs+l +y”+l. 
Thus, k[h] 2 k[x, y, zld and k(h) C k(x, y, z)~, We will characterize all the cases 
in which k[x, y, zld = k[h] and all the cases in which k(x, y, z)~ = k(h). For this 
aim, we consider the following derivation & : k[x, z] ---f k[x, z] defined by 
i 
c&(x) = z 
&J(z) = -x + bz. 
The derivation 6, is linear with matrix 
Let a, ,8 E k be the eigenvalues of M. Then Q and p are roots of the polynomial 
x2 - xb + 1. It is known (see for example [13] or [14]) that k[x,z]’ # k if and 
only if the eigenvalues a! and p are linearly dependent over N. 
We know also (see [13] or [14]) that k(x, z)~ # k if and only if the eigenvalues 
CY and p are linearly dependent over Z and the Jordan matrix of A4 is not of the 
form 
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c 1 [ 1 0 c 
for some nonzero c E k (in our case this means that b # f2). 
Lemma 6.1. Thefollowing conditions are equivalent. 
(1) The eigenvalues Q and /3 are linearly dependent over N. 
(2) There exist positive integers n, m such that -b2 = @&$. 
Proof. It is clear if b = 0. Let us assume that b # 0. Observe that a + ,8 = b and 
(rp = 1. In particular, a f 0 and p # 0. 
(1) + (2). Assume that na + m,0 = 0 for some n, m E N with (n, m) f (0,O). 
Then n f 0, m # 0 and n # m (because b # 0). Moreover, 0 = no + m(b - a) 
and 0 = n(b -p) +m,0. Hence o =&b, p =,&b and we have 1 = 
&=Ab$&b=- +, that is, -b2 = @j$. 
(2) + (1). Assume t&“1-b2 = G, where m, n E N, m > 0, n > 0. Since 
b # 0, we have n # m. Put CL’ = fib, p’ = &b. Then a’ + ,8’ = 6, CI.‘,~’ = 1, 
hence cr’ and p’ are the roots of x2 - bx + 1, that is, {Q’, p’} = {a, p}. Now 
the linear dependence over /V of a! and 0 follows from the equality 
no! + m/3’ = 0. c7 
Repeating the above proof we get 
Lemma 6.2. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) The eigenvalues a and ,L? are linearly dependent over Z. 
(2) There exist nonzero integers n, m such that -b2 = @&ff. 0 
Now, using the above facts and Theorem 4.5 (for B = k[x, z], t = y, 
A = k[x, y, z], 6 = fib, d = db and cp = -x S+ ‘), we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.3. (1) k[x, J;‘, zldb # k[h] if and only if there exist positive integers 
n,m such that -b2 = @j$% 
(2) k(x, y,z)db # k(h) <and only if b # ~t2 and there exist nonzero integers 
n, m such that -b2 = v. 0 
Using the remarks given before Lemma 6.1 it is not difficult to present a de- 
scription of the algebras of constants of the derivation 6,. Therefore, as a con- 
sequence of Theorem 4.5 we get 
Proposition 6.4. (0) If b = 0, then k[x, y, zld = k[h,f] and k(x, y, z)~ = k(h,f) 
where f = xS+ ’ + zs+ ‘. 
(1) If b # 0 and k[x, y, zldb # k[h], the? there exist relatively prime positive 
integers m, n such that b2 = - 9, and then k[x, y, zldb = k[h,f] and 
k(x, y, z)db = k(h,f), where 
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f = (ax + z)'(x + a~)~, with a = ,+b. 
(2) Ifb # 0 and k(x, y, z)~” # k(h), then there exist nonzero relatively prime in- 
tegers m, n such that b2 = -v, and then k(x, y, z)~” = k(h, F), where 
F = (ax + z)“(x + a~)~, with a = &b. 0 
Corollary 6.5. rf b E R, then C[x, y, zldfi = @[h], where IF! and C arefields of veal 
and complex numbers, respectively. 
Proof. Suppose that @[~,y,#~ # Cjh]. ThFn, by Proposition 6.3, there exist 
positive integers m, n such that b* = - e and then b2 < 0. Cl 
Corollary 6.6. lf 0 # b E Q, then k[x, y, zld = k[h] and the following conditions 
are equivalent 
(1) WY,Z)~’ f 4% 
(2) There exist relativelypvimepositive integevsp and q such that (p; q) # (1 i 1) 
andb = -j&d. 
Ifp, q aue%h as in (2), then k(x, y, z)~~ = k(h, F) where F is the rationalfunc- 
tion defined as follows 
(px - qz)p2 (qx - pz) -q2, if” 
F= 
b = ‘7 , 
(‘px+qz)P2(qx+pt)-q2, if b = -‘y. 
Proof. For a proof that k[x, y, z] db = k[h] we use the same argument as in the 
proof of Corollary 6.5. 
(2) + (1). If b = Az~~, p,q E N wit,; (J;R’$~(~, l), then b f f2 and for 
n = -p*, m=q2wehave:-)iZ=-$$$ 
k(x, y, ddb f k(h). 
= nm Hence, by Proposition 6.3, 
(1) + (2)2The condition (1) implies, by Proposition 6.3, that b f k2 and 
-b2 = (m-n) for some nonzero integers n; m. We may assume that n i m are re- mri 
latively prime and that n = -nl < 0 and m > 0. LFt b = it, where u and v are 
relatively prime positive integers. Then $ = @$$, and hence u = m + ni and 
v2 = mnl. Since gcd(m, nl) = 1, there exists relatively prime posie integers p 
and q such that m = p2 and nl = q2. Thus, b = A g = + y = ip*. 
The remaining part of this corollary is a consequence of Proposition 6.4. 0 
Example 6.7. Ifb = i, then kjx, y, zldb = kjh] and k(x, y, z)~” = k(h, F), where 
F = (2x - z14 
X-22 . 
0 
Corollary 6.8. Q-0 f b E Z, then k(x, y, z)db = k(h). 
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Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 6.6, because if p and 4 are relatively 
prime positive numbers and (p, q) # (1, l), then the number G = $ + % is not 
integer. q 
Example 6.9. Let k = @ and b = $iyz. Then k[x, y, zldb = k[h,f] and 
k(x, y, z)~” = k(h,f), where 
f =2x3+3z2x+&z3. q 
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